IS DEMOCRACY IN TROUBLE?
According to many scholars, modern liberal democracy has advanced in waves. But liberal democracy has also had its setbacks. Some argue that it is in trouble in the world today, and that the young millennial generation is losing faith in it.

FREEDOM IN THE WORLD 2017

Source: Freedom in the World 2017

This map was prepared by Freedom House, an independent organization that monitors and advocates for democratic government around the
globe. According to this map, how free is your country? Which areas of the world appear to be the most free? Which appear to be the least
free? (Freedom House)

Since the American and French revolutions, there
have been three major waves of liberal democracies.
After each of the first two waves, authoritarian regimes
like those of Mussolini and Hitler arose.
A third wave of democracy began in the world in the
mid-1970s. It speeded up when the Soviet Union and the
nations it controlled in Eastern Europe collapsed. Liberal
democracies were 25 percent of the world’s countries in
1975 but surged to 45 percent in 2000.
Many believed liberal democracy was on a permanent upward trend. But that optimism is today in doubt.
During the last ten years, democratic governments have
often failed to effectively deal with the Great Recession,
the changing global economy, and terrorism.

The “Democratic Recession”
Political sociologist Larry Diamond has recently written about a “democratic recession.” He states that 25
countries have experienced “democratic breakdowns”
since 2000. A breakdown can be a military takeover of
government. Or a breakdown can be a gradual disappearance of democratic rights and procedures, such as
free elections and the rule of law.
Diamond warns that well-established western
democracies, like Britain and the Unites States, are retreating from democracy. Others warn of the revival of
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authoritarian leaders like Russia’s Vladimir Putin.
Freedom House has rated countries “free,” “partly
free,” and “not free” for more than 70 years. Its Freedom in the World report for 2016 identified 67 countries with net declines in democratic rights and civil
liberties. Only 36 countries had made gains. This
marked the 11th straight year that declines outnumbered gains in this category.
The big news in the Freedom House report was that
“free” countries (i.e., liberal democracies) dominated the
list of countries that had democratic setbacks. A quarter
of these countries are in Europe. Countries like Hungary,
Poland, and France saw the rise of authoritarian-minded
populist parties and politicians.
In many liberal democracies, populist politicians
have recently gained voters’ support. Populists claim
to speak for the real desires of the people. They often
speak against establishment politicians. Populists also
often voice nationalist views. They put their own country’s interests above those of their allies, trading partners, and the world.
In Europe, populist political parties have gained
strength. They typically object to Muslim immigration,
Syrian refugees, and free-trade agreements. They also object to European Union (EU) rules that require the free
flow of workers across national borders. Many believe
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KEY TERMS
Liberal Democracy

Authoritarian Regime

Modern democracy is a form of government that is also
called western or liberal democracy. Examples include
the United Kingdom, Germany, Japan, and the United
States. Here are some essential characteristics of liberal
democracies:

Authoritarian regimes are headed by a strongman (autocrat) or elite group, like a party or military officers. Examples include North Korea, Syria, Russia, and China.
Here are some major characteristics of authoritarian
regimes:

• regular, free, fair, and competitive multiparty elections;

• elections, if held, are not regular, free, or fair;

• equal political rights and civil liberties such as the
right to vote and freedom of speech;

• opposition parties, if they exist, are intimidated by the
regime; political opponents are kept in line by arrests
and imprisonment;

• rule of law (no one is above the law, including political
leaders);
• government powers are limited by checks and balances;

• weak checks and balances on regime power;
• regime restricts freedom of the press and suppresses
protests;

• the court system and judges are independent from political influence;

• regime controls court system and judges;

• civilian control of the military;

• regime ignores rule of law by ruling by decree;

• peaceful transfer of power from one set of leaders to
another following an election.

• regime abuses human rights;
• regime promotes nationalism, fear of foreigners, and
traditional cultural values to remain popular;
• regime may resort to violence to remain in power.

that Britain’s recent vote to leave the EU was heavily
motivated by these sentiments. In the U.S., Donald
Trump’s “America First” presidential election campaign
was based on similar populist and nationalist themes.
The populist surge in the established liberal
democracies is also related to those who are
economically disadvantaged. These people are often
less-educated and low-skilled workers who have lost
good-paying manufacturing jobs. These jobs often disappear when factories close due to foreign trade competition.
Studies have shown that economic insecurity is
likely to lead some people to favor populist candidates
with authoritarian beliefs. Some worry that politicians
who dwell on people’s fears of social and economic
change threaten liberal democracy.

There are critics of Larry Diamond’s “democratic recession” argument. They point out that two-thirds of the
25 countries he listed as suffering from democratic breakdowns were never really liberal democracies to begin
with. For example, former Eastern European communist
countries have taken another path to authoritarianism.
Some experts say that democracies are resilient and
self-correcting. In May 2017, French voters rejected populist presidential candidate Marine Le Pen. She had been
encouraged by the British vote to leave the European
Union and by Donald Trump’s presidential win.

Have Millennials Lost Faith in Democracy?

In 2016, a new study by Roberto Foa and Yascha
Mounk shook up the debate about the state of democracy in the world. Foa, a political scientist at the University of Melbourne (Australia), and Mounk, a lecturer
in government at Harvard, based their
Evidence Liberal Democracy
Is Not in Trouble
A new study shook up the conclusions mainly on the World ValSurvey. Since 1981, this survey
Other researchers disagree that
debate about the state of ues
has used a questionnaire on the beliberal democracy is in trouble. In
1990, Freedom House rated 38 dedemocracy in the world. liefs and values of people in nearly
100 countries.
veloping and former communist
The latest World Values Survey (2010–2014) provided
countries as “free.” In 2014, there were 60 of them. In the
data on questions concerning democracy. Based on the
latest Freedom House report, no established western libresults, Foa and Mounk concluded that there was less
eral democracies were trending down overall in freedom.
support for democracy and more support for authoritarian ideas among those living in liberal democracies than
Professor of government and international relations
in previous surveys.
Pippa Norris recently published a comprehensive study
When populist parties and candidates begin to gain
of “democratic backsliding.” She discovered “no evipower in established liberal democracies, Foa and Mounk
dence” that political rights and civil liberties had dewarn that is reason for concern. One of their shocking
clined in the established western liberal democracies
findings was that the young millennial generation was
from 1972 to 2016.
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Percentage of People Who Say It Is “Essential” to Live in a Democracy
more negative about democracy than
older generations across the globe,
Sweden
Australia
Netherlands
United States
New Zealand
Britain
and even more so in the U.S.
100%
Who are the millennials? People
born between the years 1980 and
1999 (ages 18 to 37) are commonly
75%
defined as millennials.
Foa and Mounk focused on data
from the results of several questions
50%
on democracy that the World Values
Survey asked Americans. The oldest
25%
U.S. generation born before World
1930 - - - - 1980’s 1930 - - - - 1980’s
1930 - - - - 1980’s
1930 - - - - 1980’s 1930 - - - - 1980’s
1930 - - - - 1980’s
War II was asked if they thought it
Decade of Birth
Decade of Birth
Decade of Birth
Decade of Birth
Decade of Birth
Decade of Birth
was absolutely important “to live in
a country that is governed democratically.” Seventy-two percent
Foa and Mounk worry that the old idea that well-esagreed. The response among U.S. millennials, howtablished liberal democracies like the U.S. are set forever, was only about 30 percent. Foa and Mounk pubever may no longer be true. “American citizens” say Foa
lished a graph, showing a sharp decline for the
and Mounk, “are not just dissatisfied with the performimportance of democracy by decade of birth (1930ance of particular governments; they are critical of lib1980) in six liberal democracies.
eral democracy itself.”
The World Values Survey has asked for a number of
Millennials and Democracy: The Debate Is On
years if democracy is a bad or very bad “way of govThe Foa and Mounk study prompted alarm about
erning this country.” In 1995, only 16 percent of Amermillennials’
apparent loss of faith in democracy. But
icans in their late teens or early twenties agreed. In 2011,
scholars
quickly
noted that Foa and Mounk based their
24 percent of the same age group (millennials this time)
findings
mainly
on
one source, the World Values Survey.
agreed. This figure was lower among millennials in EuResearchers
soon
looked at other surveys and conrope where about 13 percent agreed.
ducted
their
own
studies.
Several reported they could
When the World Values Survey questioned whether
find
little
evidence
for
a
significant
fall in the support of
it is an essential characteristic of a democracy that “civil
democracy
in
established
liberal
democracies.
Signifirights protect people’s liberty,” 41 percent of older Amercant
backsliding
in
non-western
“free”
and
“partly
free”
icans agreed while only 32 percent of U.S. millennials
countries
such
as
Mali,
Hungary,
Poland,
and
Turkey
did. In Europe, 39 percent of millennials agreed.
has taken place. But no such backsliding has happened
The World Values Survey asked how essential it is in
in established western liberal democracies.
a democracy for people “to choose their leaders in free
The Lowy Institute Poll in Australia reported that
elections.” Of American baby boomers, born between
in
2012
only 39 percent of 18–29 year-olds expressed
1946 and 1964, 14 percent agreed it was not essential
a
preference
for democracy. But the trend climbed
contrasted with an astounding 26 percent of U.S. milsharply
to
54
percent in 2016. This may indicate that
lennials. In Europe, the results were 9 percent of the
local
political
developments
may influence how young
baby boomers and 13 percent of the millennials.
people
perceive
democracy.
Most disturbing to Foa and Mounk were results that
Erik Voeten, a professor of world affairs at Georgetown
showed American millennials having significant acceptUniversity
in Washington, D. C., analyzed studies of Amerance of authoritarian beliefs. The survey asked people if
ican
confidence
in democratic institutions. He found that
they thought it was legitimate in a democracy if “the army
the
older
generations
were the most upset about how Contakes over when government is incompetent.” Among
gress,
the
president,
and
the national government were acAmericans, 43 percent of those in older generations but
tually
working.
He
concluded
that while millennials are
only 19 percent of millennials rejected an army takeover.
“somewhat
more
skeptical
of
democracy”
than in the past,
In Europe, 53 percent of people in older generations and
the
older
generations
today
are
the
most
skeptical.
36 percent of millennials rejected military rule.
European political scientists Amy Alexander and
Foa and Mounk concluded that throughout the
Christian
Wetzel blame the rise of populist parties and
world, only a minority of young citizens believe it is escandidates
in Europe and the U.S. mainly on older peosential to live in a democracy. More worrisome, say the
ple.
These
people
hold traditional moral values and are
two researchers, is that American millennials are much
upset
with
the
liberal
cultural shift toward such things
less enhusiastic about democracy and more open to auas
same-sex
marriage.
Alexander and Wetzel say that it
thoritarian ideas than older Americans or even millenis
this
older
group
that
is most responsible for declines
nials in Europe.
in the support of democracy.
Source: Yascha Mounk and Roberto Stefan Foa, “The Signs of Democratic Deconsolidation,” Journal of Democracy | By The New York Times
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Students at McGill University in Canada gathered in 2011 as part of a “vote
mob” to encourage young people to vote in the next election.

According to recent polling by the Pew Research
Center, American millennials tend to be in worse economic shape than their parents and grandparents. But
they are also more optimistic, more tolerant, more politically liberal, less in favor of smaller government, and
less likely to vote.
Poor voter turnout could be millennials’ “vote
against democracy.” But political scientists have long
blamed this on the “life cycle effect”: Young adults are
typically politically apathetic but become more engaged
and vote more often as they grow older.
Others point to the recent active involvement of
young people in political movements, elections, and
public protests in Europe, the U.S., and even in

authoritarian Russia. Social media has become
a major political organizing tool for them.
When asked why they seem to be down on
democracy, millennials point to their frustration
with establishment politics and dysfunctional government. It’s the political gridlock, domination of
special interests, and money in politics — not
democracy itself — that bothers millennials.
Foa and Mounk have stuck by their findings
and conclusions. They recommend waiting for
more data, soon coming from the next World Values Survey (2017-19). Their biggest concern now
is complacency:
The comforting assumption that . . . countries would not vote for extreme candidates
when they never have before, or indeed that
core norms [standards] of liberal democracy
wouldn’t come under attack. . . hasn’t
worked out very well so far. Now is the time
to stop being complacent.

WRITING & DISCUSSION
1. What do you think is the most important difference
between a liberal democracy and an authoritarian
regime? Why?
2. Some argue that populist and nationalist political
parties and politicians are a danger to liberal democracy. Do you agree or disagree? Why?
3. What is the strongest evidence that millennials are and
are not a major cause of declines in the support of
democracy? Which side do you agree with more? Why?

ACTIVITY: Is Democracy in Trouble?
Part I
Form into groups to each survey a sample of people born before 1980 and millennials born between 1980 and 1999.
Use the following survey questions based on those from the World Values Survey discussed in the article. Each student should try to get at least five responses from each age group. (Note: This is not a scientific survey with random sampling.)
A. What is your birth year?
B. Survey Questions:
Q1: It is absolutely important to live in a country that is governed democratically. Agree? Disagree? Not Sure?
Q2: A democracy is a bad or very bad way to run this country. Agree? Disagree? Not Sure?
Q3: It is essential in a democracy that civil rights protect people’s liberty. Agree? Disagree? Not Sure?
Q4: It is not essential in a democracy for people to choose their leaders in free elections. Agree? Disagree? Not
Sure?
Q5: It is OK in a democracy if the army takes over when government is incompetent. Agree? Disagree? Not Sure?

Part II
1. Tally and calculate the percentages of the responses for the two age groups.
2. Compare your results with those stated in the article.
3. Taking your survey results and the evidence presented in the article into account, discuss whether you think
democracy is in trouble. Report your conclusion and reasoning to the class.
______________________________________________
A supplemental activity by teacher E’bow Morgan who teaches social studies at TEACH Charter
High School in Los Angeles, California can be found on page 16. E’bow is a teacher-leader in CRF’s
T2T Collab. For more information about T2T Collab, visit: www.crf-usa.org/t2tcollab
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ACTIVITY:
Are Millennials Losing Faith in Democracy?
Students will participate in a mini-survey of their neighborhood. Grouped into fours, students
will survey 10 individuals each with the four questions below. They should come away with
a total of at least 20 surveys completed. (Note: This is not a scientific poll or survey.)

A. Instructions:
• Half of the individuals surveyed must be identified as born in 1980 or after (millennials)
and the other half identified as born before 1980.
• Students will compare their findings and draft a graph. A helpful tool for creating a graph
is Google forms.
• Students will then use their data to argue for or against the proposition: Millennials are
losing faith in democracy.

B. Survey Questions:
1. When do you believe a democratic government is appropriate?
a. Always
b. Sometimes
c. Never
2. When do you believe an authoritarian government is appropriate?
a. Always
b. Sometimes
c. Never
3. Do you currently have faith in today’s democratic government?
a. Completely have faith
b. Somewhat have faith
c. Absolutely no faith
4. Do you currently believe that an authoritarian government is a possible solution?
a. Completely believe
b. Somewhat believe
c. Absolutely do not believe

This activity was drafted especially for Bill of Rights in Action by E’bow Morgan who teaches social studies at TEACH Charter
High School in Los Angeles, California. E’bow is a teacher-leader in CRF’s T2T Collab: www.crf-usa.org/t2tcollab
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California History-Social Science Standard 12.2. Students evaluate and take and defend
positions on the scope and limits of rights and obligations as democratic citizens, the relationships among them, and how they are secured.(4) Understand the obligations of
civic-mindedness, including voting, being informed on civic issues, volunteering, and performing public service, serving in the military or alternative service.
California History-Social Science Standard 12.9. Students analyze the origins, characteristics, and
development of different political systems across time, with emphasis on the quest for political
democracy, its advances and its obstacles. (5) Identify the forms of illegitimate power that

twentieth century African, Asian, and Latin American dictators used to gain and hold office and the conditions and interests that supported them.(8)Identify the successes of relatively new democracies in Africa, Asia, and Latin America and the ideas, leaders, and
general social conditions that have launched and sustained, or failed to sustain them.
National Civics Standard 1: Understands ideas about civic life, politics, and government. High School:

(3) Understands the nature of political authority (e.g., characteristics such as legitimacy,
stability, limitations)
National Civics Standard 9: Understands the importance of Americans sharing and supporting certain values, beliefs, and principles of American constitutional democracy. High School: (1) Under-

stands how the institutions of government reflect fundamental values and principles (e.g.,
justice, equality, the common good, popular sovereignty, checks and balances).
National Civics Standard 14: Understands issues concerning the disparities between ideals and reality in American political and social life. High School: (1) Understands the importance of estab-

lished ideals in political life and why Americans should insist that current practices
constantly be compared with these ideals.
National Civics Standard 23: Understands the impact of significant political and nonpolitical developments on the United States and other nations. High School: (2) Understands the effects that

significant world political developments have on the U. S. (e.g., the French, Russian, and
Chinese Revolutions; rise of nationalism; World War I and II; decline of colonialism; terrorism; multiplication of nation-states and the proliferation of conflict within them; the
emergence of regional organizations such as the European Union). (5) Understands historical and contemporary responses of the American government to demographic and
environmental changes that affect the U.S.
Common Core State Standards: RH.6, RH.8, SL. 4, WHST.7, WHST.9, WHST.10.Understands
how diverse groups united during the civil rights movement (e.g., the escalation from civil
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Sacramento, CA 95812.
Common Core State Standards used under public license. © Copyright 2010. National
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